
Sunday morning in Cape Town…gloriously sunny day...wall to wall blue sky. 
 
I enjoy time management but this week has shown me how tough it must be to be at home permanently to work.  Twice 
I had people come to the house to work and each time it should have been a simple issue and each time hours of my 
days got lost waiting for them to arrive and hanging around while they did the job.  Hours of my time got stolen this 
week. 
 
Business is beginning to move in South Africa and looking through my telescope there are opportunities starting to 
appear.  This is certainly a step forward for me as I’m looking to replace foreign trips with more local work. 
 
I’m taking a break for a few weeks in August so I’ll be back at the end of the month.  Enjoy your Summer/Late Winter 
and let’s hope that Millwall/Western Province/Springboks/England do the business in the meantime. 
 
Enjoy your week with three tips as usual...with the SDI tip on www.sdisouthafrica.com 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

August 1st 2010 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I’ve purchased some capacity on googledocs so that I can put my most important file:  outlook.pst out of harm’s way 

and properly backed up remotely.  I back up everything on memory keys but I wanted to have something away from the 

house and this is both cheap and convenient. 

At the end of August Amazon are launching a new version of Kindle in the UK that will sell for £100.  As the price has 

continued to fall...in competition with the Ipad...then I can now say that I’ll be a buyer and will have somewhere to put all 

my current PDF books and I’ll then have the ability to download books in future.  Quite frankly I think they could give the 

readers away and live on the book download revenues.  It rather reminds you of the business model of HP Printers and 

the comparisons between the cost of the printers and the cost of the cartridges. 

(07-29) 18:25 PDT Rock Hill, S.C. (AP) -- 

A South Carolina woman found out fast food won't make your car go fast. The Herald of Rock Hill reported Thursday a 

30-year-old woman made a complaint to police after she took her car to a Rock Hill mechanic last week because it 

would suddenly stop running. 

Police said a mechanic found a cheeseburger and pickle inside the car's gas tank. The woman told officers she had no 

idea how it happened. 

Investigators said the damage cost about $1,000 to repair. 
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Price breaks and volume 
 
When you run your own business then theory and practice often combine. 
 
I’m wondering how elastic the pricing is for my SDI books.  If I were to reduce the price by 10% 
would I get a sufficiently larger increase in volume to justify the exercise.  Conversely if I put my 
prices up by 10% would this impact the business negatively. 
 
What I am going to do is to try to encourage my users to buy more...increase spend per head...by 
putting in price breaks for volume so that people who would have bought a small amount will now 
have some incentive to buy more in order to trip the discount threshold.  My task is to find the 
levels at which this impacts positively on the business and doesn’t cannibalise already existing 
volume. 
 
Most of us live in price sensitive markets and we should always be seeking to tune those prices to 
encourage volume without impacting on margins. 
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Volume based negotiations 
 
I’m going to be negotiating with a printer in the next couple of weeks and I know the key issue will be the 
number of copies in the print run.  More copies equals smaller cost per copy.  More copies equals more 
stock and more dead money.  That’s my calculation and I need to do my sums. 
 
I have previously negotiated hotel rooms for a large client and the interesting factor there was that it is quite 
possible to have too much volume. 
 
If you want to buy 1 hotel night then you can get a discount at the check in desk.  If you want to buy 10 
nights then there’s a deal.  There’s probably a better deal if you want to buy 100 nights. 
 
The problem sets in when you want to buy 1000 nights and the hotel then begins to question whether they 
really want their bedrooms full of discounted customers and they then start to think that it’s costing them 
money when they don’t have space for full price walk-in business. 
 
In this case the buyer has too much volume and it may well be that 1000 bedroom nights costs more per 
unit than 100.  If the numbers are not exactly 100 and 1000 they will certainly exist and the buyer and the 
hotel will know where these thresholds are. 
 
Buyers need to know that the price reduction curve does flatten out as volumes increase and in some 
cases the curve might rise. 
 
Imagine this: 
 
“If I give you more business what discount can you give me?  If I give you even more business then how 
much extra discount do I get?  In fact...how much business do I need to give you before I get it free?!!!” 
 
and believe me...I’ve met some buyers who did actually believe that this was true. 

 

 
 
 


